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ON THE COHOMOLOGY OF COMPACT LIE GROUPS

by Mark Reeder

Abstract. We give a new computation of the cohomology of a Lie group that

some mathematicians may find to be shorter and more elementary than previous

approaches. The main new ingredient is a result of L. Solomon on differential forms
invariant under a finite reflection group. The cohomology is shown to have a bi-grading
which has several interpretations.

1. Introduction

Let G be a compact connected Lie group, and let T be a maximal

torus in G. We denote the corresponding Lie algebras by g and t. Let W be

the Weyl group of Tin G. Then W acts on t as a group generated by reflections

about the kernels of the roots of t in g 0 C. It has been known since the first
half of this century that the cohomology ring H(G), with real coefficients, is

an exterior algebra with generators in degrees 2mx + 1, ...,2mi + 1, where

mx + 1, m i + 1 are the degrees of homogeneous generators of the ring
of JL-invariant polynomial functions on t. In particular, the Poincaré

polynomial of G is (1 + t2m1 + 1) • • • (1 + t2r"i+1), and G has the cohomology
of a product of odd-dimensional spheres.

Despite its age and familiarity, it is not easy to find a proof of this theorem
in the literature. There are many beginnings and sketches in the textbooks, but
the difficult part, namely the remarkable connection between degrees of
invariant polynomials and Betti numbers, usually goes unproven. One reason
is that the standard proofs (for example, [Bo2], [Ch], [L]) require substantial
algebraic preliminaries on Hopf algebras, spectral sequences, and differential
algebras. (See [Bol] and [Sam] for historical surveys.)

We offer here a new but less sophisticated computation of the cohomology
of a Lie group, avoiding the above algebraic techniques. Instead we use
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182 M. REEDER

standard Lie theory and more invariant theory than is customary. We have

tried to give a fairly complete treatment, in which it is seen that only a few
ideas are used repeatedly. The most serious omission of proof is that of
Chevalley's theorem on invariant polynomials, but that has many accessible

references. Hopefully, enough background has been included to make the
whole story coherent to someone with a basic knowledge of Lie groups and

differential topology.

A sketch of our computation of H{G) goes as follows. Consider the

manifold M consisting of pairs (g, T'), where g e G and T' is a maximal torus
in G which contains g. There is a natural map \j/ : M -> G, known already
to Weyl, given by conjugation. We make the apparently new observation
that \j/ induces an isomorphism of real cohomology rings H(M) — H(G).
This uses only standard facts gleaned from the differential of \|/. One could
also invoke the spectral sequence of the fibration G-> G /T. This spectral

sequence was shown by Leray to degenerate at E3. It in fact has a spectral

subsequence (the IT-invariants) which already degenerates at E2 and still
computes H(G) (see (6.4) below).

We still have to compute the cohomology of M. It is easy to see that

H(M) IH(G/T) (x) H(T)] w. The ring H{T) is naturally isomorphic to the
exterior algebra of t*, and H(G/T) is isomorphic to the space of
IT-harmonic polynomials on t, according to a famous theorem of Borel. For
completeness, we give a proof of this in the same elementary, if less efficient
spirit. As with all proofs, the essential thing is to show that the odd

cohomology of G/T vanishes. We do this with a direct generalization of the

Morse-theoretic computation of the cohomology of the two-sphere.
So now we are down to invariant theory, and must compute

<S) At*] w. This follows immediately from Solomon's determination of
the IT-invariant differential forms on t with polynomial coefficients, which in
turn depends on Chevalley's well-known description of IT-invariant
polynomials. This gives us the desired connection between degrees of
IT-invariants and Betti numbers of G. Solomon's result also leads to pretty
formulas for the multiplicities of the IT-modules A^t* in spaces of harmonic

polynomials (see (3.8)), as well as a generalization of a classical result on the

Jacobian of the basic invariants (see (3.9)).
The paper is organized as follows: First the structure of G and its adjoint

representation is recalled, then comes invariant theory, followed by the proof
of Borel's theorem, finishing with the computation of H{G) and some remarks

on its natural bigrading. Throughout, cohomology has real coefficients.
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2. Basic material

For more details in this section see [A], for example.

(2.1) Recall that G is a compact connected Lie group with maximal torus T,

having respective Lie algebras g and t. The Weyl group is the finite group
W ~ N/T, where N is the normalizer in G of T. Since G is compact, there

is an Ad(G)-invariant inner product < > on g, obtained by averaging any
inner product over G. Let m be the orthogonal complement of t in g with

respect to this inner product, so

g t © m (orthogonal)

The infinitesimal version of invariance of the inner product is the identity

< [X, Y], Z) + (Y, [X,Z]> 0,

for X,Y,Z e g.

(2.2) The exponential map exp:g-*G is surjective, since G is compact.
This is one of the deeper theorems in a first course on Lie groups. We actually
only need this surjectivity for exp:t T, which is clear.

The Lie algebra t is abelian (the bracket is zero); in fact t is a maximal
abelian subalgebra of g. In particular, no nonzero vector in m has zero bracket
with all of t. Likewise, Ad(T) has no nonzero invariant vectors in m.

Now a torus is a topologically cyclic group. That means there exists a

generic element t0 e T whose powers form a dense subgroup of T. It follows
that the single operator Ad(t0) can have no invariants in m. Likewise in the

group G, it can be shown that a maximal torus is its own centralizer, so
the centralizer in G of t0 is just T. There is a similar notion in the Lie
algebra. A regular element of t is one whose Ad{G)~centralizer is exactly
Ad(T). To find one, take any H0 e t such that exp H0 t0.

(2.3) The group G acts on g via Ad, and this induces an action of W
on t. No element of Wacts trivially, and the image of Win GL(t) is generated
by reflections about certain hyperplanes defined as follows.

Since the nontrivial irreducible representations of a torus are given
by two dimensional rotations, we have an orthogonal decomposition
m mi © • • • © mv, where each ttu is two dimensional and there is a
finite set of nonzero linear functional A+={ai,...,av}Ct*, called
positive roots such that for H et, the eigenvalues of AdtxpH on m,- are
exp(± )/- 1 a,-(//)). We determine the signs as follows. Fix a regular
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element Hq, et. We may and shall choose the positive roots so that they take

strictly positive values on H0. The action of W on t is generated by
reflections about the kernels of the positive roots.

Since each m, is also preserved by ad(t), we can choose an orthonormal
basis {Xi,Xv + i} of m, such that, for H et, the matrix of ad(H) |m. with
respect to this basis is

0 a(H)\
-a (H) 0 /

Note that the «^-invariance of the inner product < > implies, for all
1 ^ i ^ v, all 1 < j ^ 2v and all H e t that

<//, [Xi9Xj]> {[H,Xi\,Xj) - ai(H)(Xi + v,Xj)
By orthonormality, this last pairing can only be nontrivial if j i + v.
Hence if j =£ i + v, we have [Xt, Xj ] em. The same thing happens if
i > v and j ^ i - v.

On the other hand, for 1 ^ i ^ v, set Ht [Xt ,Xv + i]. This is

Ad{T)~invariant, so Ht e t, and ad(Hi)mi Q m,. It follows that the span
of Xi,Xi + v, Hi is a Lie subalgebra of g. It is always isomorphic to §u(2).

3. Invariant Theory

All proofs missing from this section may be found in the textbook [H],
the expository article [F], or [Bk].

(3.1) Let

oo /

@ <Xp and A ® (/ dimt)
p 0 q 0

be the symmetric and exterior algebras on t*, respectively. The adjoint action

of W on t induces representations of W on 9* and A by degree-preserving

algebra automorphisms. For example, the action of IF on A7 is multiplication
by the sign character

e:W^{± 1} given by e(w) detAd(w)t

Note that s(w) is the parity of the number of reflections needed to express

Ad(w)t.
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We are interested in IE-invariant polynomials, and more generally,

W-invariant differential forms with polynomial coefficients. For the unitary

group U(n), the ring of invariants is generated by the elementary

symmetric polynomials Si, ...,sn in variables X\, defined as

Sd(x1,...,*„)= F X,-,
1 ^ < • • • < i(j ^ n

The elementary symmetric polynomials are algebraically independent, and

their number equals the dimension n of a maximal torus of U{n). In general,

we have

(3.2) Theorem (Chevalley). The ring 5^ has algebraically
independent homogeneous generators Fx, F/, hence is a polynomial ring

9W R [Fl9...,F,]

We number these generators so that deg Fx ^ deg F2 ^ ^ deg Fi.
(Note to experts: Since we are not assuming G to be semisimple, some of
the F- s could have degree one.) The exponents mx ^ m2 ^ ^ m/
of W acting on t are defined by the relations mt + 1 degF/. It is known
that mx + • • • + mi v, and (1 + m{) • • • (1 + mi) \ W\.

Every compact connected Lie group is, up to finite covering, the product
of a central torus with a direct product of classical groups SU(n), SO(n),
Spin), and exceptional groups G2, F4, E6, E2, E8. For these groups the m - s

are given as follows:

SU(n): 1,2, ...,n - 1. SO(2n): 1,3, ...,2n - 3, n - 1

SO(2n + 1) and Sp(n): 1, 3, 2^-1.
G2: 1,5. F4: 1,5,7, 11.

E6: 1,4,5,7,8,11.
E1: 1,5,7,9, 11, 13, 17.

E% : 1,7, 11, 13, 17, 19,23,29.

These numbers are easy to verify for the classical groups and G2 (whose
maximal torus T is that of SU{3) with Weyl group S3 extended by the inverse
map on T), using elementary symmetric polynomials as above. Computing the
exponents for the other exceptional groups is more difficult. See [C].

(3.3) The IE-module structure of the whole polynomial ring 9* is given as
follows. Let Q be the ring of constant coefficient differential operators
on .r. We can think of as the symmetric algebra S(t), where Hei
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corresponds to the derivation of 5^ extending the functional on t* given by
evaluation at H. Then PLacts naturally on & and one defines the "harmonic
polynomials" in & to be those annihilated by the PL-invariant differential
operators :

^ {/ 6 9*: 2)wf 0}

Let %fp - n 2/p. Then ®p2^fp9 since a differential operator
is PL-invariant only if each of its homogeneous components is so. The action
of PL on .5^ leaves 2tif invariant.

Let be the ideal in & generated by the elements of of positive
degree. It is known (see [H, p. 360] that 5^= c/", and the multiplication
map is a linear isomorphism ® â?w ^ 5^. The former implies that
cf'/.f and are isomorphic PL-modules. They are in fact isomorphic to
the regular representation of PL, as we shall see in (5.4). The isomorphism
2#* (x) 2/w — .9^ implies the identity

i
Y, dim 2^ptp n (l-M+/2+.-.+ tm/)

p~2- o / 1

which in turn shows that dim 1, and 2^p 0 for p > v.

(3.4) Let V be any irreducible PL-module. Suppose V is a constituent
of 9^b, and not a constituent of l^c, for any c < b. We call b the birthday
of V. Then the L-isotypic component of must consist of harmonic

polynomials, for otherwise, a PL-invariant differential operator of positive
degree would intertwine V with a space of polynomials of lower degree.

For example, the primordial harmonic polynomial is

n n aer»,
a e A +

where we recall that A+ is the set of positive roots. For U(n), n is the

van der Monde determinant Hi<jxi - xj9 which transforms under the

symmetric group Sn by the sign character. In general, n transforms by the

sign character s of PL, and any other polynomial transforming by 8 must vanish

on all root hyperplanes, hence be divisible by FL Therefore II is harmonic,
v is the birthday of 8 and (1.4) shows that is spanned by FL

We say that n is primordial because 2tf is spanned by the partial
derivatives of II (see [S]). This turns out to be the algebraic analogue of
Poincaré duality for G/T.

As we have seen, the sign character is also afforded by AL In general, if
g is simple then each exterior power A? is an irreducible PL-module. We shall

determine the birthday of each Ag shortly.
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(3.5) Now consider the algebra 5^® A of differential forms on t with

polynomial coefficients. Let Fx, Ft be homogeneous generators of 9*w as

in (3.2). Extending that result, Solomon [Sol] has described the fF-invariants

in 5^(x) A. Because it seems not so well known but is important here, we give

a proof, taken from [H].

(3.6) Theorem (Solomon). The space ® A)w of W-invariants

in y (x) A is a free y w-module with basis

{.dFh a • • • a dFiq : 1 ^ il < • • • < iq ^ 1}

Proof. It is a general fact about polynomials that the algebraic

independence of F\, F\ is equivalent to the form dF\ a • • adFi not being

identically zero. Let X\, X/ be a basis of t*. Then

dFx a • • • a dFi /dxi • • • dxj

where the Jacobian J is a polynomial of degree m, + ••• + W/ v. The

left side is JF-invariant and dx{A - • - Adxi affords the sign character s.

Hence J must also afford s and, because of its degree, J must be a nonzero

multiple of the primordial harmonic polynomial n. Thus

dF\ a • • • a dF[ clldxi a • • • a dxi

for some nonzero real number c.

For a sequence I z'i < • • • < iq, let F be the increasing sequence

of all integers in {1, ...,/}- {/i, iq). Set <£F/«= dFi{ a • • • a dFiq
for any sequence I. Let k be the quotient field of 5A If /7 e k are such

that Y,IfidFI 0 then multiplying by dFr kills all terms but /, leaving
± cffTLdxi - - • dx\ — 0, so // 0. Counting dimensions, we find that
the dFj are a k-basis of k ® A, and are in particular linearly independent
over '/'w. Now suppose co e 5^ (x) A is IL-invariant. We can express
® YsjgidFj for some gj e k. Multiplying by dFv again, we have

co a dFr ± cgj Ildxi • • • dxt e ® A] w

This forces gj to be not only IF-invariant, but also polynomial.

For co e TF ® A, let co' e y/y ® A be obtained by reducing the
coefficients of co modulo jC This induces an exact sequence

0 - (,/ (X) A) ^ (y 0 A) ^ B^ ® A) ^ o

It follows immediately from Solomon's theorem that a • • • :

1 ^ ^ spans (:/'/-./ ® A)w (over R). This is in fact \
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basis, since 9"/<# affords the regular representation of PL, so

dim (5^/t/" 0 A)w 2l. We therefore have the following

(3.7) Corollary. (.97,/" ® A) ^ /-s a?z exterior algebra with
generators

dF e (x) A1] w, for 1 ^ / ^ /

We will see later that this exterior algebra is, with degrees in 99/ doubled,
the cohomology ring of the compact Lie group G. As PL-representations,
we have 99/jf — 99 and the corollary gives the following

(3.8) Multiplicity Formula.
V

£ dim Horn ^ (A <?, 99n)un sq(um^, um')
n 0

where sq is the elementary symmetric polynomial in I-variables, and
the m i are the exponents of PL.

In particular, the birthday of Aq is mx + • • • + mq, if g is simple.

(3.9) We close this section with a digression. Suppose g is simple, so all Aq
are irreducible PL-modules. We can actually witness the birth of Aq in
99 using the differentials dFt, as follows. Choose a basis jc/ of t*,
and consider a q- form

CO Yi fix I,dx'xA• • • A dxiq 6 • ' & A''

The linear span of the coefficient polynomials fiu...jq is independent of the
choice of basis {*/}. Moreover, if co is PL-invariant and nonzero, then its
coefficients span a PL-invariant subspace of 99 which is isomorphic to A^
as a PL-module, since the latter is irreducible and self-contragredient.

For example, we have seen that

dFi a • • • a dFi - cUdxi a • • • a dxq

where c is a nonzero scalar, and n is the primordial harmonic polynomial,
affording the sign character of PL. We have a generalization of this for
all Aq.

(3.10) Proposition. For 1 < q ^ /, the coefficients of
dF\ a • • • a dFq are harmonic polynomials. They span an irreducible
PL-submodule of 99m\ + + isomorphic to Aq.
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Proof. The coefficients of dF{ a • • • a dFq e (Smi + + mQ ® Aq)w
span a IE-invariant subspace of Sm^+ " + m*, isomorphic to Aq. As in (3.4),

these coefficients are harmonic because m i + • • • + mq is the birthday
of Aq, by the multiplicity formula (3.8).

4. Invariant Differential Forms

The ideas in this section go back to E. Cartan and de Rham. For a thorough
exposition, see [C-E].

(4.1) Suppose a compact Lie group G acts transitively on a manifold M.
Let tg be the diffeomorphism of M corresponding to g e G. A differential
/7-form co e Qp(M) is G-invariant if t*cû co. Such a form is determined

by its value at any one point of M. One shows by averaging that every
de Rham cohomology class on M is represented by a G-invariant form, and

that the subcomplex of invariant forms is preserved by the exterior derivative.

Identify M G/K where K is the stabilizer of a point o e M. We have

an orthogonal decomposition g r © n, where r is the Lie algebra of K.
Moreover this decomposition is preserved by Ad(K). For example if G acts

on itself by left multiplication then K 1 and n g. For another example
take M G/T, so K Tand n m. In general, n is naturally identified with
the tangent space T0(M), so an invariant form co is determined by the
skew-symmetric multilinear map

co co0: n x ••• xn~>R.
That is, coeA^n*. The invariance of co under K implies the Ad(K)~
invariance of co. Conversely, any element co e (A^n*)* determines a
G-invariant form co on M by the formula

Ö* • o i(dTg)0 JCi, (dTg)0Xp^) co (X\, Xp)

for X\, Xp e n and g e G. Thus we may identify the G-invariant /7-forms
on M with the space (A^n*)*. In this view, the exterior derivative becomes
the map 8: (A^tt*)*-+ (A^ + 1n*)^ given by

8a(X0,...,Xp) =—L £ (- \y+Ju{[Xi,Xj]n,Xl,...,Xi,...,XJ,...,xp).
P+ I i <j

Here
A

means the term is omitted, and [X,, Xj]„ is the projection of [X,,Xj}
into n along r. The complex {(A"n*)*, 8} computes the de Rham
cohomology of M.
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(4.2) Assume that K is connected. Since any homomorphism from K to the

multiplicative real numbers must be trivial, the determinant is a nonzero
element of the one dimensional space (A*n*)^, where n dimM. It follows
that M is orientable, and any G-invariant n-form on M will have nonzero
integral over M as soon as it does not vanish at one point.

(4.3) In the case M G we have the additional symmetry of left and right
multiplication by G x G, and every cohomology class contains a bi-invariant
representive. The value at e of a bi-invariant form is Ad(G) invariant. Taking
the derivative of the condition for co eA^g* to be Ad(G)~invariant, we find
(product rule) that co ([X, X1],X2, ...,XP) + ••• + co (Xx, [X, Xp]) 0

for all X,Xi, ...,XP e q. It is then not hard to show that this condition
implies that ôco 0. Hence all bi-invariant forms are closed. Since 8

commutes with Ad, it follows that the de Rham cohomology of G is computed
by the complex (Ag*)G, with zero differential. That is, H(G) — (Ag*)G, as

graded rings.

5. The cohomology of flag manifolds

The Bruhat Decomposition is a cell decomposition of the flag manifold
G/T into even dimensional cells indexed by elements of the Weyl group W.

It generalizes the decomposition of the two-sphere (flag manifold of SU(2))
into a point and an open disk. The existence of such a decomposition implies
that there are no boundary maps in cellular homology, and the cohomology
of H(G/T) is nonzero only in even degrees.

It is customary to explain the The Bruhat decomposition in terms of
complex groups. For example the flag manifold for U(n) is in fact a

homogeneous space for GLn (C), and the cells can be described as the orbits
of certain subgroups of the group of upper triangular complex matrices, which
do not live in U(n). We shall, however, describe the cell decomposition of G/ T
purely in terms of the compact group G, using Morse theory. It was Bott, later
with Samelson, who first applied Morse theory to the loop space of G from
which, combined with results of Borel and Leray, they deduced results on the

topology of G and G/T. See [BT] for a brief introduction to Morse theory.

(5.1) We need to find a "Morse function" / on G/T. This is a smooth real

valued function whose Hessian (matrix of second partial derivatives taken in
local coordinates) at each critical point has nonzero determinant. How shall

we find one? For the unit sphere in R3 centered at (0, 0, 0), we can take
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f(x,y,z) z, and the critical points are the north and south poles, where

the Hessian is
1

| and | | respectively. The flow lines of the
I o -lj [01/

gradient of / emanating from the south pole form a 2-cell, and the north

pole is a zero-cell. We can also write / using the dot product on R3

as f(p) — P ' where n is the position vector of the north pole. Viewing R3

as the Lie algebra 3u(2), this tells us what to do in general.

As analogue of the north pole, we take H0 e t to be the regular element

defining the positive roots, as in (2.3). Since the ^4<i(G)-centralizer of H0
is exactly T, we may view G/T C g as the Ad(G)-orbit of H0 (analogous

to S2 C R3), and we define a function f: G/T^ R by

f(gT) <Ad(g)H0,H0>

For X e g, let X be the vector field on G/T given, for a smooth function 0
on G/T, by

V(t>(#0 <b((expsX)gT) j$ o.
as

Then a short computation, using the ad-invariance of the inner product,
shows that

Xf(gT) < Ad(g) H0, [H0, X] >

Since the centralizer of H0 in g is exactly t, the image of ad(H0) is all
of tn. So gT is a critical point of / if and only if (Ad(G)H0, m> 0,
forcing Ad(g)H0 e t. It then follows that Ad(g)H0 Ad(w)H0 for some
w g W. So the critical points of / are the wT, for w e W.

Let Xi,X2, ...,X2v be the orthonormal basis of tn from (2.3). For each

w e W, the differential of the projection n: G -+ G/T maps Ad(w)m m
isomorphically onto TwT{G/T), so we can use the Ays to compute the
Hessian of / at each point wT. Let hu(w) be the ij entry in the Hessian
matrix. Another short computation gives

hij(w) XtXjfiwT) < [Xi, Ad(w)H0], IH0,Xj]>
Recalling the bracket relations in (2.3), we find that

hu(w) - ai(Ad(w)Ho) (H0)

and hij(w) 0 if / ^ j. The regularity of H0 implies that of Ad(w)H0l
so the Hessian is nonsingular. It follows that the index of the critical
point wT, by definition the number of negative eigenvalues of the Hessian,
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is twice the number m(w) of positive roots a such that w~la is again
positive. Now by the main theorem of Morse theory, the Poincaré polynomial
of G/Tis Y,weWu2m(w). In particular, Hodd(G/T) 0 and dim Hevm(G/T)

dimH(G/T) %(G/T) \ W|.

(5.2) The Schubert cell in the Bruhat decomposition is spanned by those

flow lines of the gradient of / which emanate from wT. The dimension of this
cell then equals twice the number of positive eigenvalues of the Hessian

at wT, which is the number of positive roots made negative by w.

(5.3) Recalling that W acts on G/T, we use Leray's argument to determine
the structure of the IP-module H(G/T), ignoring the grading for now. The
element w e IV acts by w • (gT) gw~lT of IP on G/T. Since there is no
cohomology in odd degrees, the Lefschetz number of w equals its trace

on H (G/T). If w ^ 1 there are no fixed points so the Lefschetz number is

zero. If w 1 we are computing the Euler characteristic which we now know
is I WI. Hence the trace of any w e IP acting on H(G/ T) is that of the regular
representation, so H (G/T) — R[IP] (the group ring of W) as IP-modules.

The theorem of Borel is a refinement of this, and describes the IP-module

structure of H(G/T) in each degree. Recall the graded ring .P of polynomial
functions on t and its ideal -f generated by the IP-invariant polynomials of
positive degree. Our object is to prove the following

(5.4) Theorem (Borel). There is a degree-doubling W-equivariant ring
isomorphism

c: P/P H (G/T)

Consequently, VC{2) - H (G/T), where <P(2) is VC with the grading
degrees doubled.

Proof. We will describe the cohomology ring of G/T in terms

of G-invariant differential forms. For each X e t*, extended to a functional
on all of g by making it zero on m, define an Ad(T)-invariant two-form co^

on m by

œx(X, Y) X([X, Y])

As in (4.1), this corresponds to a left-invariant form op on G/T.
Though it is not needed here, one can show that if X is the differential of

a character T~+ S\, then represents the first Chern class of the

corresponding complex line bundle G xT C, where T acts on C via Xx-
Returning to the proof, note that for w e IP, acting on t* by wX(H)
X(Ad(w)~lH), and on the space of differential forms Q(G/T) via its

action on G/T, we have w*oox co^. Moreover, the Jacobi identity says
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that ôcox. 0, and we let c(X) [cox] e H2(G/T) be the cohomology class

of cbx- This extends to a degree-doubling ring homomorphism

c: 5Z7-> H (G/T)

which also preserves the IE-action on both sides. Since H(G/T) is the regular

representation of W, its W-invariants are one-dimensional and therefore can

occur only in H°(G/T). By the IE-equivariance, it follows that the kernel

of c contains the ideal Xe 9" generated by IB-invariant polynomials of
positive degree. Borel's theorem asserts that is exactly the kernel of c.

Since 9* 29 © (see (3.4)), we shall prove the theorem by showing
that the restriction of c to 99 is injective. We start in the top dimension, where

our task is to show that c(Tl) (recall from (3.5) that n is the primordial
harmonic polynomial) is nonzero in H2v (G/T). One way is to use the Chern
class interpretation to show that c (11) is a nonzero multiple of the Euler class

of G/T, whose integral over G/T is %(G/T) | W\ =£ 0. However, we shall
be more pedestrian about it, and evaluate c(Tl) on a basis on m (see (4.2)).

Recall that for each positive root a;, we have elements XifXi + v in m,
with bracket relations [Xj,Xi + v] Hf e ï, [Xi, Xj] em if j ^ / + V.

The set {Xji 1 < i ^ 2v} is a basis of m. Write co/ for coa/, so c(n)
[co i a • • • a co v ]. We compute

CO i A A CO v (X\ X\ + v Xv X2v

1
Y-

TTTTT L sgn(c)(ù1(Xail),Xail + v)) ••• C0v(Xo(v),Xo(2v))
(2v) a g 52v

E ^«(o)a,([Ar0(1),Arot, + v)]>--- av([X0(v),^0(2v)])
(2v)! o e S2v

Now cc/([Xa(/), XG(/+v)]) 0 unless [Xo{l), J^G(f+v)] et, so the oth term is

nonzero only if o permutes the pairs 7i, {/,/ + v} and possibly switches
some of the members of each pair. Moreover, sgn(o) equals minus one to the
number of switches, so we get

CO i A A(£>v(Xl9Xl+v...,Xv,X2v)
2V

~ 77 77 S ai ([-^a(i) XV + G{1)]) av ([17G(V), Xv + G(V)])
(ZVJ a e Sv

2U „— Li ^ 1 (Ha( 1 Ct v (ÜG(V))
(2v) a e Sv

2V
0i • • • 6vn
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where, as in (3.3), 8/ is the derivation of Sf extending the functional
X(Hi). We have a perfect pairing

@ ® R

given by 0). Since the pairing is perfect, something in
degree v must pair nontrivially with n. Since an irreducible W-module can
only pair nontrivially with its dual, and the self-dual character s occurs with
multiplicity one in ^v, afforded by 9i • • • 8V, we must have 8j • • • 8V11 =£ 0,

so c(U) 0.

Observe that 81 • • • 8 v is analogous to the fundamental class of G/T,
and the pairing is essentially that between homology and cohomology. We

further remark that in fact all irreducible representations of W are defined over
the rational numbers, hence they are all self dual. This is a consequence of
Springer's cohomological construction of IL-modules [Sp].

Returning again to our task, we now inductively assume that

c: 99 k - Hlk(G/T) is injective for k^v, and let V 3fk~lnkerc.
Note that V is preserved by W since c is W-equivariant. The sign character
does not occur in 99k~x, so there is a positive root a whose corresponding
reflection sa does not act by - I on V. Decompose V V+ © K_ according
to the eigenspaces of sa. If V 0 then V+ 0, so take f e V+ Now

c(af) c(a)c(f) 0, and a/ is in degree k, so we must have af e by
the induction hypothesis. Let hi, ...,h\w\ be a basis of with hx,...,hr
^a-skew and the rest sa invariant. By Chevalley's theorem (3.2), we can

write af £/*/0/ with O/ ^-invariant of positive degree. Since af is

Sa-skew, the sum only goes up to r. Now for i ^ r, the polynomial hi must
vanish on ker a, hence can be written ht ah\ for some h\ e 9*. But then

f ï,Uihi°i e Since / is supposed to be harmonic, we must have

/ 0. Hence c is injective on and the proof of Borel's theorem
is complete.

6. The cohomology of a Lie group

We now have all the ingredients for our proof. Consider the map

\jf:G/Tx T-+G given by y(gT, t) gtg~1. The Weyl group W acts

on Tby conjugation and on G/T by w - gT gn~lT, where w nT. Hence

W acts on H(G/Tx T) H {G/T) (x) H{T). Since \|f{gn~'T,wtw~l)
\|/(g77, t), it follows that the induced map \|/* on cohomology maps H(G)

to [H(G/T) (x) H(T)\ w. Though we prefer to have it in this form, the latter

group could be thought of as the cohomology of the quotient of G/T x T
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by the action of W, and this quotient has a natural interpretation. As in the

introduction, let M be the set of pairs (g, T') where Tr is a maximal torus

in G containing g e G. The map G/T xwT~+ M sending (gT, t)moà.(W)
to (gtg'1, gTg~{) is a diffeomorphism.

Proposition (6.1). The map induced by \|/ on cohomology is an

isomorphism of graded rings

\y*:H(G)^ [H(G/T) ® H(T)\W

Proof. We compute the derivative (d\\f){gT,t) at a point (gT,t)
e G/T x T. For each point gT e G/T, we identify m with the tangent space

T*t (G/T) by letting X em correspond to the initial tangent vector XgT of
the path s g(expsX) T in G/T. Similarly, an element X e g (resp. H e t)
corresponds to a tangent vector Xg e Tg(G) (resp. Ht e Tt(T), for t e T).

Then

(d\v)gr,,(XgT,0) 4-g(expsX)?(exp -sX)#-1 |s 0

ds

d
— gtg~l [fwpsAd(gt~l)X] [exp -sAd(g)X] |J 0

ds

gtg~1 [X + sAd(g) (Adit'1) - \)X+ 0(s2)] |, 0
ds

[Ad(g)(Ad(t-1))X]gtg-1

Similarly, we find, for if e t, that

(tfyW(0 ,Ht)

Hence, under the identifications, (c/v|/)(?7-,() is the map

(/4rf(/-')- /)„©/: in ©t-m©t 9

Here the subscript m means we view Ad(t~x) as a map from m to
itself. Now G being compact and connected, we must have del Ad(t) 1, so

det(ûty)(ïr7-,o d&i1 ~ Ad(t))m

(Actually, m is always even-dimensional as we have seen, so there is no need
to reverse the subtraction).

We compute the degree of v|/ by finding a regular value. Let t0 be a generic
element in T, as in (2.3). Consider vp ~1 (f0) {(gT, t): gtg~l t()}. It turns
out that any two elements of Tconjugate in G must be conjugate by an element
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of W. (In U(n), two diagonal matrices with the same set of eigenvalues must
be conjugate by a permutation matrix.) It follows easily then that

V_1(^o) {(wT, wt0w~l): w e Wj

We next show that \j/ preserves orientation at each point in
The eigenvalues of Ad(t0) in m are complex conjugate pairs z, z,
where | z | «=• I, z =£ 1. Hence |l - z 11 1 — z \ 2{\ — Re (z)) > 0, so

det (I - Ad> 0.

At this point we know the degree of \j/ is deg \j/ — \ W\ =£ 0. By Poincaré

duality, any smooth map between compact manifolds of the same dimension
is injective on cohomology as soon as it has nonzero degree. Hence

\|/*:if(G) [H(G/T) x H(T)\W is injective. We finish the proof of (6.1)

by showing that both sides have the same dimension.
For this we use, three times, the following basic principle. Let K be a

compact group (here K will be G, T or W). Let dk be the left invariant
Haar measure on K with total mass one. Let F be a finite dimensional real

vector space, and p:K^GL(V) a continuous group homomorphism.
Then the space VK of vectors fixed by all p (£), k e K, has dimension

dim VK I trace p (k)dk

To compute this integral over G, we must exploit further the computation
of d\\f. Let coG, cor, coG/r be the unique invariant (under left translations

by G, T, and G respectively) differential forms of top degree whose integral
over the respective manifold is one. The the pull-back formula for integration
gives

Î/CÛG —/ O w(gT,t)I det(c?\|/)(?r>0 I cûg/7-a ©7-,
g deg \|/ J g/7"X t

where the determinant is computed with respect to bases spanning parallelograms

of unit volume with respect to the appropriate forms. Taking / to be

invariant under conjugation by G, we arrive at the famous Weyl integration
formula:

f®0n^Ti I f(t)det©r.
g I^IJr

Expand the function det (/ - Ad(t))m in a sum of characters of
7k^oXo + ^i%i+ *•' + nk%k- Here %0 is the trivial character of T,
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appearing no times, and for i > 0 each X/ is a nontrivial character appearing

Yi\ times. Taking for / the constant function equal to one, and applying the

basic principle of invariants to T, we find n0 \W\.
Taking for / the function f(g) det(/ + Ad(g)), i.e., the trace of

acting on Ag, we find, using the Cartan-de Rham isomorphism (4.3), that

dim//(G) dim (Ag)G j

—b I det(/+ A
1 ^1 J T

2 dim T f
"7 r I det(7- Ad{t2))^T

I w\ Jt

Now the squaring map on Tis surjective, so the square of a nontrivial character

of T is still nontrivial. Hence the trivial character again appears with
multiplicity | W \ in the expansion of det (/ - Ad{t2))m. This multiplicity is

the value of the integral, so dim//(G) 2dimT 2l.
On the other hand, we saw in (5.3) that the trace of w e W acting on

H(G/T) is I WI if w 1, zero otherwise. Applying the invariance formula
one more time, we find that dim [H(G/T) 0 H(T)\w 2l as well,
completing the proof of (6.1).

We now have the main result

(6.2) Theorem. The cohomology ring H(G) with real coefficients is
a bigraded exterior algebra with generators in bi-degrees (2mi9 1), for
1 ^ ^

Proof. By (6.1) and (5.4), we have

H(G) - [H(G/T) 0 H(T)\ w — [^(2) fx) A]w f

and by (3.8), the latter space is an exterior algebra with generators in
degrees (2mi9 1), for 1 ^ / ^ /.

Moreover, from the multiplicity formula (3.8), the dimensions of the
bi-graded pieces are given in terms of the exponents as follows
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(6.3) Corollary. For each q ^ 0, we have

dim G

£ dim [H"-i (G/T)®H"{T)]wun
n 0

(6.4) We give two interpretations of the bigrading. First, we follow [L] and

consider the spectral sequence of the fibration G -> G/T, which has E2-term

Ep2q HP(G/T) 0 Hq (T)

and converges to H(G). This spectral sequence does not degenerate at E2,
but it has a spectral subsequence which does degenerate, and still converges
to H(G).

To see this we again consider the Weyl group action. More precisely,

N acts by automorphisms of the fibration G G/T, which in turn induce

automorphisms of each term in the spectral sequence, commuting with the

differentials. On Epq Hp (G/T) 0 Hq (J), the action of TV factors

through W and is the same as that considered above. Thus we have

representations of W on the spaces Ep2q, hence on each Eprq for r ^ 2.

For each p,q,r we decompose Epq (Epq)w © {Epq) w, where the

subscript W indicates a IF-stable complement to the invariants. Each of the

latter two spaces is a spectral subsequence, and since Ep^ is a subquotient
of Hp + q{G) and TV acts trivially on H{G) (because G is connected), we must
have (.EPJ)W 0. On the other hand, (.EPJ)W is a subquotient of (.Ep2q)w

[Hp (G/T) 0 Hq(T)\ w, so we have

2' dim H(G)X dimCED^sï £ dim (Ep2q)w
P> Q P,Q

E dim [H(G/T) ® A«] w

Q

It follows that dim (EPJ)w dim (Epq)w for all pq, so the spectral

subsequence of IF-invariants degenerates at (E2)w, and (6.1) is proved again.

(6.5) The significance of the bigrading on H(G) can be seen in yet another

way, inspired by [GHV]. We consider, for a fixed integer k 1, the

A:th-power maps x^xk, denoted pk and Pk, on T and G, respectively.

It is shown in [GHV] that the Lefschetz number of Pk equals that of pk,
namely (1 - k)1. Let Hn(G)q be the kq-tigenspace of Pf acting on Hn(G).
It is further shown in [GHV] that 10 dim Hn(G)q= We can refine
this by computing each dim Hn(G)q separately. Consider the commutative

diagram
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H(G) ^ [H{G/T)(x) )]p*I I 1®pÎ

H(G)^ [//(G/T) (x)

Since p\ acts by k" on Hq{T), (6.1) implies that H"(G)q
^ [H- q (G/T) (x) Hq (F)]w, and (6.3) gives the dimension of the

latter space.

(6.6) This last interpretation of the bigrading shows that it is natural in the

following sense. Suppose f:K~* G is a homomorphism between two compact
connected Lie groups. Since / commutes with the power maps Pk on G

and K, the cohomology map /* sends Hn(G)q to Hn(K)q. Suppose for
example that Kis a closed connected subgroup of G and / is the inclusion map.
Choose, as we may, a maximal torus T oî G such that S : T n K is a maximal
torus of K. The restriction map H(G) - H(K) becomes, via (6.1), the map
[H(G/T) (x) H(T)\ w - [H(K/S) (x) H(S)] w* induced by restriction on
each factor, where WK is the Weyl group of S in K.

(6.7) We close with the homology interpretation of (6.1), which says the

homology map \j/* induced by \j/ is surjective. It follows that the homology
of G is spanned by the cycles 7"»] {gtg~1 : gT e Xw, t e 7V}.
Here w e W, Xw is the Schubert cell (see (5.2)) and Ti liieITi9 where
T Ti x ••• x F/, with each Tt — Sl. Using the results in [BGG], one can
explicitly write down the action of W on H*(G/T) in terms of the Schubert
cell basis, and this leads, in principle, to the linear relations in H* (G) satisfied
by the cycles [\jf(Xw, 7»].
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